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What we did

• Big Bang trust-wide go live, 1\textsuperscript{st} May 2016
• Single weekend
  – New PAS
  – Data migration
  – Clinical noting
  – Order Comms
  – A&E system
  – Nursing observation
  – Electronic Prescribing & Meds Admin
• 5,100 meds administered daily
What we did not do

• iv fluids
• “Complex Meds”
• Insulin (variable rate infusion nor s/c doses)
• Maternity
• Paediatrics
• ITU
Why?
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Stages of Pregnancy
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• IT system
• Interfaces
• Data migration
A Child's Physical Development
Afterglow Light Pattern 380,000 yrs.

Dark Ages

Development of Galaxies, Planets, etc.

Inflation

Quantum Fluctuations

1st Stars about 400 million yrs.

Big Bang Expansion

13.7 billion years

Dark Energy

Accelerated Expansion
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Plan B One-Step
(levonorgestrel) tablet, 1.5 mg
Emergency Contraceptive

Reduces the chance of pregnancy after unprotected sex if a regular birth control method fails or after sex without birth control.
Phase one training
WSH Physio Dept @WSHPhysio · Mar 23
Busy on the eCare play domain in Therapies today @beckhelen1 @Stephen_P_Dunn
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Supporting Staff - Our Superusers

Andreia, F8 SuperUser
Floorwalkers

Clinical transcription team
Go Live Transcription

48 hours
My latest blog looks ahead to the launch of our new electronic patient record system
socsi.in/rQVTH
Dermot O'Riordan
@dermctor

Now that's exciting. 4 notes trolleys now surplus to requirements @Stephen_P_Dunn @CernerUK #eCare
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